Mythscapes in the Watery Realm
Wales–Australia print exchange

This exhibition of work from printmakers based in Aberystwyth (Wales)
and Brisbane (Queensland, Australia) is a collaborative project linking
artistic communities from opposite sides of our planet. Led and fostered
by Judy and Mark Macklin (artist and geomorphologist respectively,
based at Aberystwyth University), this antipodean union has resulted in
a highly innovative para-disciplinary programme focussing on floods,
droughts, environmental change and the impact these have on people
and culture.
An intensive period of research and development in February and
March 2013 was funded by Wales Arts International and the Australian
Research Council, and facilitated by Queensland College of Art,
Griffith University, The Australian Rivers Institute, Griffith University,
and Aberystwyth University.
Through the activity of printmaking, the participating artists were asked
to explore the significance of river histories, particularly the legacy of
catastrophic flood events, for communities. This highlights the often
fickle relationship they have with the watery realm that can either sustain
or destroy lifeways.
Judy Macklin, Aberystwyth, September 2014
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(i)

(ii)

Fukushima, from stone to dust (light blue), lithograph, 360 x 250mm

Carolyn Mckenzie Craig (Awstralia/Australia)
(i)
By Line of an extended Drowning moment, ysgythriad /etching, 491 x 288mm
By line – of an extended drowning moment
From a mouth swallowed with
Its own clichés
Brown mud and suspended/accumulated
Debts and whinges that bleed
Text back at my absurdity
(ii)
By Line as the fall ascends – we float, ysgythriad /etching, 491 x 288mm
By line – As the fall ascends
We float.
In our own detritus – Throat constricted of word
And declined by waters
No longer our domain
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Nuclear energy is an efficient proposal for power. It can deliver energy
for heat & electricity and for many countries it is the best alternative for
generating power. Like many highly advanced societies Japan has many
nuclear facilities. It would appear many are poorly planned and do not hold
up well when affected by a natural disaster.
On March 11, 2011, a devastating 9.0 earthquake and tsunami hit Japan.
The catastrophe claimed nearly 16,000 lives, injured 6,000, and destroyed
or damaged countless buildings. The tsunami debris also travelled as far as
the US and Canadian shores. Above all, this natural disaster has highlighted
the price we pay for building nuclear facilities without due consideration
to naturally occurring catastrophic events. Poor design and planning of the
Fukushima nuclear reactor, when faced with the 2011 tsunami, caused the
fallout from the Fukushima nuclear meltdown. This event has affected many
aspects of our natural world.
The three eroded images of two ceramic sake bottles reference the dichotomy
between Japan’s dependence on nuclear power and at the same time
attempting to maintain traditional values, including their appreciation and
respect of nature. Many countries are faced with the dilemma of harnessing
and utilizing an energy source for a modern life style and at the same time
attempting to preserve and protect our natural environment.

(iii)
By Line – in the end there is nothing – left
ysgythriad /etching, 491 x 288mm
By line – In the end
There is nothing left
In my own polluted way
I make the veins of life
My own demise

Russell Craig (Awstralia/Australia)

(iii)
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Watermark Walls I, 2014, lithograff / lithograph, 230 x 300mm

Chaos, Toowoomba Range
grwnd meddal, acwatint / soft ground etching, aquatint, 935 x 695mm

Paul Croft (Cymru/Wales)

John Doyle (Awstralia/Australia)

Walls may have ears, but as depositories of accumulated human myth and
history, walls recount experience of what has been seen and what has been
heard. Recorded in the reservoirs of water-stained, watermarked stone, brick
and plaster; layers of scratched, etched, spray-painted and daubed graffiti
express identity and narrate the fears and desires of a populace intent on
making their mark.

I witnessed the bewilderingly heavy rain which resulted in chaos and tragedy
in Toowoomba and the Lockyer Valley in January 2011.

Lithography, drawing with watery reticulating tusche wash, dripping and
spreading across the surface of the stone thus felt like the appropriate
medium for exploring the Mythscapes of this watery stony realm.

Over hundreds of millions of years, vast quantities of greenhouses gases have
be buried in the earth. In the past 300 years we have returned vast quantities
to the atmosphere. The science is in - we are changing the world’s climate
and chaotic weather events will increase unless we stop greenhouse pollution.
But in this country, vested interests, media barons and the wilfully ignorant
seem to rule the climate change debate – we still have a lot of coal to sell, it’s
economically too difficult, the science is wrong etc. And too many politicians
are compromised by corporate donations to show any independent
leadership.
But the science just won’t go away.
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Cutweed II, engrafiad pren, torlun finyl / wood engraving, vinyl cut, 210 x 210mm

Maes Gwyddno, sgrinsidan, monoprint / screenprint, monoprint, 349 x 470mm

Edwina Ellis (Cymru/Wales)

Ruth Jên Evans (Cymru/Wales)

Water weeds, riverbed flotsam, the centrifugal force of cyclonic movement and the
interference figures of moving water are the basis of these three prints. The way
water shapes, distorts and displaces imagery influences my work. Fragmenting,
swirling and obscuring shapes seems a metaphor for its wider, wilder force. My
travels with sketchbook have encompassed dry Australian flood-beds, Cyclone
Larry and Barreges during the heavy snowfalls of 2013 and the subsequent
inundation of the Basta river the following summer.

I was first told the story of the drowning of Cantre’r Gwaelod (The Lowland
Hundred) by my grandfather when I was about four years old. Later, when
at primary school, I was taught to recite and sing the poem Clychau Cantre’r
Gwaelod (The Bells of Cantre’Gwaelod) by J.J. Williams.
According to legend Cantre’r Gwaelod or Maes Gwyddno (The Plain of Gwyddno)
was an area of land located about 20 miles west of the present shoreline of
Cardigan Bay. There are many versions of the myth, but the poem refers to the
drunken watchman called Seithennin who falls asleep and forgets to shut the
sluice gates allowing the seawater to rush in and flood the land.
These prints are a response to the surrounding landscape of my childhood and the
folktales and myths that feature the loss of lands due to coastal flooding and sea
level rises.
Ochenaid Gwyddno Garanhir
Pan droes y don dros ei dir
Like the groans of Gwyddno Garanhir
As the waves washed over his land
The old welsh saying known to the fishermen of Cardigan Bay, was used when
someone found himself in an awkward or impossible situation.
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Ynyslas, torlun leino, monoteip, inc / linocut, monoprint, ink, 2104

The Cobbled Water, torlun leino / linocut, 385 x 485mm

Stuart Evans (Cymru/Wales)

Angela Gardner (Awstralia/Australia)

Cliff House, Borth, Ceredigion, SY24 5ND

I took as my starting point a beautiful and influential poem by the Welsh poet
R. S. Thomas. Amongst all his religious poems it casts an unusual and unexpected
note of celebration. The stream that he describes with its cobbled water is wild
but not unruly. This is the river capable of refreshing not just the body. The poem
is personally significant to me and I carried a copy of it in my wallet for years
until both the piece of paper and the wallet fell to bits.

As my address suggests I live on the cliffs on the west coast of Wales overlooking
a long sandy beach, a large bog and the grand estuary of the Dovey River. Water
surrounds us, and being Wales, it often rains too. The light is reflected in the sea
and the huge skies are often filled with dramatic cloud formations.
I regularly walk along the beach and over the past few years have watched as our
village undergoes a transformation. We have recently had a multi-million pound
project to help prevent flooding in Borth.
Nearly 300,000 tonnes of rock have been used on a coastal defence and manmade reef with some shipped in from Norway. The reef is 300m off the coast. The
£13m scheme is already said to have protected homes from flooding. But last year
the water rose from the river as well as the sea, flooding the village from the back.
Now that the old wooden groins have been removed and the grey stones have
been installed I have noticed how the sand has moved, shells collect in different
parts of the beach, pebbles build up in new locations, and the tides come and go
forming different patterns of drift wood on the beach. I have been collecting and
drawing shells and using them as a symbol representing our vulnerable homes.
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Standpunkt auf einer Standlinie (Standpoint on standline)
inc, dyfrlliw, pen ffelt / ink, watercolour, block print, felt pen, 190 x 145mm

135-155˚W/35-42˚N, torlun leino / linocut, 620 x 470mm

Maren Götzmann (Awstralia/Australia)

Kim James-Williams (Cymru/Wales)

Standpunkt (standpoint):
1. a point or place at which a person stands (to view something)
2. a mental position from which things are viewed

I live on the edge of Wales, on a spit of land that stretches out between sea and
river. If I face landwards, my routine is set by the alarm clock and mealtimes;
when I look out to sea, tides and winds set the agenda.

The earth’s natural landscape is and will be redefined through climate change.
Altering air and water temperature, runoff of water, biodiversity as well as changes
in precipitation will significantly affect streams, rivers and oceans.

Over winter 2014 we were hit by the worst storms here since 1938. While
the North prom was battered into submission, swallowing the public shelter
and tangled railings, our South prom came off lightly. Although we planned
an evacuation, only the doormat was swept away by rogue waves, pursued by
my children who brought it soggily back to the sand and pebble filled hallway.
During this extraordinary summer, we’ve swum before work, eaten on the beach
and watched dolphin outswim nervous surfers.

People living by the sea will be driven away by rising waters. Those in river basins,
experiencing changes in river discharge, will face large increases in flood flows or
experience water stress, e.g. there not being enough water to meet their human
needs. Only a shift in mental attitudes will prevent shifts of large populations and
the loss of their habitat.
Standpunkte considers the effects of these changes on people’s existence and their
places of being, origin and tradition. While the standpoint in Standpunkt auf einer
Standlinie is still strongly anchored within its position and securely attached to its
standline, Fliehender Standpunkt is already forced to take flight from its familiar
surrounds. Verlorener Standpunkt has lost its position entirely. Its relationship to
the familiar spatial and social unit lost, it is floating around aimlessly in search of
an unknown destination.
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The print 135-155˚W/35-42˚N is named after the location of the Pacific trash
vortex, a gyre of marine debris twice the size of Texas, swirling about in the ‘horse
latitudes’. I’m quick to discard old toothbrushes and indulge in new flip flops and
felt pens. This print imagines the whole lot spewing back up onto our beach one
day.
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Albuquerque 1, lithograff / lithograph, 350 x 440mm

Afon Dyfi – tidally influenced
torlun pren, torlun leino a Chine-collé / woodcut, linocut and Chine-collé, 420 x 610mm

Mary Lloyd Jones (Cymru/Wales)

Judy Macklin (Cymru/Wales)

The two prints shown in this exhibition demonstrate the contrast between the
mountains of Wales where water is plentiful and the parched desert of New
Mexico.

Digging deep below the surface to reconstruct the past, we endeavor to verify
human stories of floods, myths and watery catastrophes. Flying high to map
by light and radar, we add layers to reveal river response to climate and landuse change, and how humanity has manipulated this environment. It shows us
how the force of the river alters and constantly affects its fluid relationship with
humankind and heritage.

An awareness of History informes my response to place which is interwoven with
ancestral memory and the ‘other world’ of shape shifting recalled from childhood.
Through the expressive use of colour, simplification and dramatisation of form I
hope to hint at the unknown forces and energies hidden in the landscape.
The lithograph Moel Famau (the Hill of the Mothers) shows a pattern of streams
which have cut into the hillside alongside patches of connifer plantings, wild ferns
and grasses all flourishing because of plentiful water.
Albuquerque 1 is the result of a visit to the desert of new mexico to experience the
rock art which reflects the beliefs, myths and sense of place honoured by the First
People of Turtle Island.
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Walking the surface and devising a strategy for analyzing the visible and the
imagined in 2D-3D-4D has been a collaborative venture for more than 10 years
involving geomorphologists from the Department of Geography and Earth
Sciences, Aberystwyth University, led by Professor Mark G Macklin. This work
provides an opportunity to assimilate and represent its essence by cutting into
wood and lino blocks, to ink, print and grow a re-imagined image to engage with
a wider audience.
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kanage pholu (bamboo creek) print cerfwedd / relief print, 960 x 700mm

Meanwhile In Aber…, digidol, print cerfwedd / digital, relief print, 202 x 202mm

Tim Mosely (Awstralia/Australia)

Ben Partridge (Cymru/Wales)

Two specific concerns inform this work, the rainforest and touch. Making it
involved an intimate haptic touch of the rainforest, that is, printing sheets of
salvaged luan plywood that were manufactured from rainforest timbers, often
illegally and unethically logged within the Asia-Pacific rim. The organic grain of
this plywood contrasts the manufacturing marks left in it, both of which are made
visible through relief printing. This holds particular significance for me in regards
to the Samberigi people of Papua New Guinea. Their rainforest resources are
being “harvested” by multinational corporations and as we rely on those processed
resources our touch of the environment continues to fade.

My practice explores our complex and often contradictory relationship with
technology. I find printmaking, particularly its alliance with both obsolete and
emerging technologies, the perfect vehicle to explore the role of technology in
both utopian and dystopian views of past, present and future. I am especially
interested in examining the role of cultural concepts such as obsolescence and
the rhetoric of progress play in our increasingly fragile relationship with the
environment.
Following the large scale flooding to the seafront in Aberystwyth and
accompanying media coverage caused by storms in early 2014, this body of work
explores how our perception of an event is inevitably warped by the lens through
which we experience it.
Increasingly the plight of communities affected by flooding and environmental
change is experienced in a digital space. The physical event often echoed by a
second, digital, flood of information, as articles, images, opinions and hyperbole
are distributed, shared and retweeted globally. Do these insights, popping up
on newsfeeds between adverts and cat photos, make us more environmentally
conscientious global citizens, or do they form part of the accumulated visual
detritus of the internet?
Combining nineteenth and twentieth century archival images of Aberystwyth
with contemporary responses to the storms sourced from social media this work
aims to highlight the tenuous link between image and meaning and how this can
be warped through appropriation and decontextualisation.
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Llyn Gwynant Story, torlun leino / linocut, 650 x 850mm

Never the same river, lithograff, creon / lithograph, crayon, 965 x 760mm

Ian Philips (Cymru/Wales)

Jude Roberts (Awstralia/Australia)

The Welsh landscape has been formed by water. From ancient cwm to scoured
hillside, glacial valley to a myriad of waterfalls. It is not to be wondered at that
water also runs through the mythic past of Wales like a song. Drowned coastal
kingdoms, flooded valleys, cursed lakes and petrified forests emerging at low tide,
endless tales start and finish with the power and mystery of water.

When you feel that landscape is leaning in on you in a way - all the time - always
leaning in making claims and it changes your shape.
		
Winton 2012, ABC conversation with Richard Glover

These tales often include a fluidity of appearance and intent with people and
places, like water, changing state. Often as punishment. Lookouts missing the
rising floodwaters are turned into wildfowl for their misdemeanors. A watery
folklore reflection of the rising waters at the end of the last ice age perhaps.
My work has recently been influenced by a residency at the Djumbunji Press in
Cairns working with artists from the Torres Strait Islands. Printmakers like Brian
Robinson and Billy Missi. Who also dealt with the link between symbol and
story. Landscape and myth.
In taking this indigenous inspiration back to Wales my new work is attempting
to discover these watery local tales, locate them accurately in their landscape
of lake, waterfall or stream and decorate them with home grown symbolic and
historical pattern to more fully tell their story.

My arts practice takes me traversing between water points and fence lines in the
semi arid zones of Western Queensland, Australia. These dryland river systems
such as the Maranoa River have an inherent flow variability that share ephemeral
and unpredictable qualities. Sometimes I have been present to witness a body of
water flowing down the dry sand bed. Water holes fill and disappear as the water
passes downstream. Some of these are intake beds for the recharge of water to the
Great Artesian Basin, one of the world’s largest aquifers. The eucalypt and related
vegetation along these inland rivers are ecosystems dependent on groundwater.
I have taken rubbings pressed over borer indentations from these trees in the
lithographs which resemble hieroglyphics or sacred inscriptions.
I’m interested in understanding the way humans interact with the earth’s land and
water and the often contradictory traces we leave on the land. In this work I have
imprinted a flood fence, signifying humankind’s integral part in environmental
change. These suspended fence lines cross waterways and because of their sporadic
repairs after floods, have characteristics of irregularity and uncertainty.
I would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land of the Maranoa
Nebine areas of which I work upon.
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River Dyfi 52° 34’42.72” N 3° 54’50.86” W, print digidol / digital print, 290 x 420mm

Innundation 2, sgrinsidan, monoteip / screenprint, monoprint, 350 x 590mm

Julian Ruddock (Cymru/Wales)

Jennifer Sanzaro-Nishimura

These images of the river Dyfi in Mid Wales make use of a number of
visualisation technologies, ranging from aerial photographic surveys of the
British Isles conducted by the RAF after the second world war, to more recent
developments such as LiDAR scanning and the now ubiquitous digital satellite
imagery. Viewing the earth from above, elevated and released from ground-based
perspectives, has long proved inspirational to artists seeking to represent their
environments in new ways. Similarly, for scientists seeking to observe change in
river dynamics over time, the technology helps assess environmental change and
model future impacts of climate change such as increased flooding. The collaged
images of the Dyfi aim to act in a similar way to x-rays, allowing vision beyond
the capacity of the human eye, revealing the rivers’ sinuous curve through the
broader landscape and the history of the countless channel changes that mark
its evolution over thousands of years. The layered and then digitally excavated
images investigate erosional processes, scale and envivonmental flux, becoming
archeological maps that aim for the visual conflation of geological time.
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(Awstralia/Australia)

These works are a response to the flooding that South East Queensland (including
Brisbane) experienced in 2011 and 2012.
The print entitled Flow is based on a map of the flow of streams and rivers in
South East Qld.
Similarly the prints entitled Inundation I & II, are based on the Brisbane River
and the Greater Brisbane area. They are interwoven with Brisbane City Council
maps of flood prone areas taken from the combined data from the 1974 and 2011
floods. They were printed pre and post weaving and drawn back into.
The colours used symbolise the mud & debris post floods and the return to
‘normal’ that we now see in 2014.
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River Traces 3 diptych Ebb and Flow (a & b), ysgythriad / etching, 480 x 640mm [pob un /each]

Flood Algebra 1, ysgythriad / etching, 900 x 630mm

Jennifer Stuerzl (Awstralia/Australia)

Gwennifer Tasker (Awstralia/Australia)

Before colonial settlement in1824 the Brisbane River was a free flowing
watercourse with a diverse ecology. Since then changes to its littoral edge and
various forms of mining, damming and pollution have radically altered its state
to create a sediment laden tidal estuary in the middle and lower reaches. From
this perception of the River the print series River Traces 3 is mediated from
selected patterns of sediment recorded on canvases, which I have submerged in
the Brisbane River at different times since 2009. Through the materiality of the
process, the print seeks to reflect on the paradox of the River’s apparently natural
state, while acknowledging the detrimental human impact on water quality and
ecology. The disjunction between the innately organic river and the digitised
image is intended to emphasize the existence of a human vs. river dialectic. The
aluminium used for the plate was salvaged after the 2011 flood.

Flood Algebra.

These works were produced in collaboration with Alexander Bedford.
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The Formula of a Flood.
Context: Queensland: a state of drought interrupted by floods.
1. The factors:
South East Queensland, 2011 - Deluge on the mountain top. Flash flood. Valley
torn apart. Lower down, steady rain. More rain. Reservoir overflowed. River
catchment burst.
2. The Result:
Flood. Mud. Debris. Loss. Chaos. Grief. Disruption. Resettlement. Reformation.
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Full catalogue of prints
Carolyn McKenzie Craig

By Line as the fall ascends – we float
Etching on Hahnemuele paper, 2014
491 x 288mm. Edition 1/20
By Line as the fall ascends – we float
Etching on Hahnemuele paper, 2014
491 x 288mm. Edition 1/20
By Line – in the end there is nothing – left
Etching on Hahnemuele paper, 2014
491 x 288mm. Edition 1/20

Russell Craig

Fukushima, from stone to dust (purple)
Colour lithograph on Magnani paper, 2014
360 x 250mm
Fukushima, from stone to dust (light blue)
Colour lithograph on Magnani paper, 2014
360 x 250mm
Dreaming Cantre’r Gwaelod, lithograff / lithograph, 380 x 530mm

Gini Wade (Cymru/Wales)
After a long career in book illustration, Gini made a slight swerve into the
world of printmaking by taking an MA in Fine Art at Aberystwyth School of
Art (2007-2010) where she specialized in lithography.
She now runs lithography workshops for the Sidney Nolan Trust,
Herefordshire, and Aberystwyth Printmakers. She has set up a small studio at
home and continues to make prints there.
Her work draws on myths and dreams with a dash of the dark side. The
starting point for these prints is the myth of Cantre’r Gwaelod, the drowned
land of West Wales. According to the story, the drunken Prince Seithennyn
forgot to shut the flood gates, thus letting in the sea which drowned the land
and many people. The myth is based on an ancient folk memory of a real
event; the remnants of a fossilized forest (dated 5,500 BC) can still be seen at
low tide on certain beaches in Ceredigion.
The dire consequences of Prince Seithennyn’s foolish behaviour can serve as a
relevant environmental warning to us today.

Fukushima, from stone to dust (blue)
Colour lithograph on Magnani paper, 2014
360 x 250mm

Paul Croft

Watermark Walls
Lithograph, 2014
230 x 300mm

John Doyle

Chaos, Toowoomba Range
Soft ground etching and aquatint, 2014
935 x 695mm

Edwina Ellis

Cutweed II
Wood engraving and vinyl cut, 2014
210 x 210mm
Doublecross II
Wood engraving and vinyl cut, 2014
460 x 300mm
ZigZag VII
Wood engraving and vinyl cut, 2014
460 x 300mm

Ruth Jen Evans

Maes Gwyddno
Screenprint and monoprint, 2014
350 x 470mm
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‘Tywod Maros’
Screenprint and monoprint, 2014
350 x 470mm
Gwerddonau Llion
Screenprint and monoprint, 2014
350 x 470mm

Stuart Evans

Ynyslas
Linoprint, monoprint and ink, 2014
385 x 535mm
From Here to There
Linoprint, monoprint and ink, 2014
535 x 385mm
Ceredigion Coast
Linoprint, monoprint and ink, 2014
535 x 385mm

Angela Gardner
The Cobbled Water
Linocut, 2014
388 x 485mm

Maren Götzmann

Standpunkt auf einer Standlinie
(Standpoint on standline)
Fliehender Standpunkt mit Standlinie
(Standpoint taking flight and standline)
Verlorener Standpunkt ohne Standlinie
(Lost standpoint without a standline)
All 190 x 145mm, ink and watercolour block print
and felt pen on Arches paper, 2014

Kim James-Williams
135-155˚W/35-42˚N
Linocut, 2014
620 x 470mm

Dros Ben Llestri – Over the Top
Linocut, 2014
620 x 470mm

Mary Lloyd Jones
Albuquerque 1
Lithograph, 2014
350 x 440mm
Moel Famau
Lithograph, 2013
270 x 445mm
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Judy Macklin

Dyfi LiDar
Inkjet and Chine-collé, 2014
410 x 610mm
Afon Dyfi – tidally influenced
Woodcut, linocut and Chine collé, 2014
420 x 610mm

Tim Mosely

kanage pholu (bamboo creek)
Relief print on Kozo paper, 2014
900 x 700mm

Ben Partridge

Meanwhile In Aber…,
210 x 210mm
My Hometown has been F*cked by God
300 x 210mm
Life’s a Beach
210 x 300mm
All digital with relief print, 2014

Ian Phillips

Waterfall Song
Colour reduction linocut, 2013
700 x 520mm
Llyn Gwynant Story
Colour reduction linocut, 2014
650 x 850mm

Jude Roberts

Never the same river
Lithograph with crayon on Japanese paper, unique state, 2014
965cm x 760mm
Never the same river
Two-colour lithograph with crayon on Japanese paper,
unique state, 2014
965cm x 760mm

Julian Ruddock

River Dyfi LiDAR 52° 34’42.72” N 3° 54’50.86” W
290 x 420mm
River Dyfi 52˚ 34´ 42.72˝ N3˚54´ 50.86W
290 x 290
River Dyfi 52˚ 35´ 41.26˝ N3˚31´ 59.02W
290 x 290
Digital prints, 2014
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Jenny Sanzaro-Nishimura

Flow
Screenprint, mixed media on Fabriano paper, 2104
350 x 509 mm
Edition of 2
Inundation I
Serigraph, inkjet prints and mixed media monoprint
on Fabriano paper, 2014
350 x 509 mm
Inundation II
Serigraph, inkjet prints and mixed media monoprint
on Fabriano paper, 2014
350 x 509 mm

Jennifer Stuerzl

River Traces : Ebb and Flow 1/2 (a)
Etching on Hahnemühle paper, 2014
480 x 640mm
River Traces 3: Ebb and Flow 2/2 (a)
Etching on Hahnemühle paper, 2014
480 x 640mm
River Traces 3: Estuary
Etching and Chine-collé on Hahnemühle paper, 2014
480 x 640mm

Gwennifer Tasker
Flood Algebra I
Etching, 2014
900 x 630mm

Flood Algebra II
Etching, 2014
900 x 630mm

Ginny Wade

Dreaming Cantre’r Gwaelod
Lithograph, 2014
380 x 530mm
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